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SOME QUICK FACTS
Something you should know about Nazeer Foods

LOYAL CUSTOMER

At Nazeer we served more than 3.5 million
customers across our 24 stores in Delhi-NCR.

SALES GROWTH

Nazeer has beaten all the industry
expectations, standards and grew exponentially
at the rate of more than 24% against all odds.

865

Staff Members
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6
Million
Customers in
2018

+22%

Sales Growth in
2017

STAFF MEMBERS

With a workforce of more than 865 trained
professionals, Nazeer is fast becoming favoured
destination for young and talented individuals.

FOUNDER’S
MESSAGE
I want common people to savour
mouth watering authentic Mughlai,
Indian and fusion food, served in a
pleasant, warm and comfortable
environment at affordable pricing.
Nazeer has grown to become a
successful brand by focusing on its
strengths which are.

QUALITY * QUANTITY * PRICE

Mughlai ﬂavours should not be limited to
elite only….it must be savoured by ever�one.
Aftab Ahmed
Founder
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OUR HISTORY
Something you should know about Nazeer Foods

Mr. Aftab Ahmed is a businessman who started supplying fresh poultry
products to the five star hotels in Delhi. During his visits to the
restaurants and interaction with best chefs and industry experts of that
era, a deep interest in cooking was developed. This interest was so
profound that he decided to wind up his poultry supply business and
bought a piece of land in Ganesh Nagar to open his first restaurant
“CHICKEN TAKEAWAY”. He started with a limited menu of
lip-smacking, delicious kebabs and fried chicken. With Kebabs becoming
an instant hit, Mr. Aftab innovated and created fried chicken lollipop,
which went on to become a landmark product in Nazeer’s history.
After a glimpse of the huge demand and love for the food, soon the
focus changed to become a complete restaurant and he introduced
many new mouth-watering dishes, which Nazeer is renowned for now. In
process Chicken Takeaway was rebranded into “Nazeer” when a second
restaurant was opened in 2002 at Vinod Nagar.
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OUR VISION
We just don’t happen to be a business that sells food- it’s what we’re all about.
Cook delicious food - Offer heartfelt welcoming service - Give back to the society - Run an efficient,
Profitable business - Make Nazeer a better place for both our customers and employees.
We have a plan to open 500 + outlets in next five years.

OUR MISSION
Food is the essence of who we are. Food should taste and smell great as it have a direct impact on
the health and wellness of individuals, communities and the environment. We want to make the
word “Wah” synonymous with Nazeer by providing hygienic & mouth-watering food.
PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE
Our up skilled Chefs have set a benchmark for the recipe prepared.
To satisfy our customers is what they aspire.
FLAVORSOME FOOD
We have incomparable, delicious and authentic dishes to make your experience a sensational
journey for your taste buds.
ELABORATE SERVICE
We understand the eating desires of every generation and so we have expanded our model to
a whole new level of hospitality.

OUR VALUES
Something you should know about Nazeer Foods

EXCELLENCE
We strive for excellence in every single
thing we do with No compromise.

HONESTY
We strive for excellence in every single
thing we do with No compromise.

AMBITION
Set high objectives and
achieve the best results.
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OUR RESTAURANT
WE PRESENCE IN DELHI - NCR

DELHI
Karkardooma
Vinod Nagar
Ganesh Nagar
V3s Mall
Karol Bagh
Dwarka
Dariya Ganj
Cannaught Place
Malviya Nagar
Okhla

Durgapuri
Chandbagh
NFC
Dilshad Colony

UTTAR PRADESH
Crossing Republic Pasific Mall
Opulent Mall
Rajendra Nagar
Vasundhara
MSX Mall-G.Noida
Indirapuram
Noida Sec 104
Jaipuria
Noida Sec 75
Noida Sec 18
Vaishali
Noida Sec 50
Gaur City
GIP Mall
Meerut
DLF Mall Of India
RDC-Ghaziabad
Hapur
Aligarh

HARYANA
Element One
Ardee Mall
Faridabad
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SUCCESS STORY
Started in 1980 | 25 Outlets in 2017
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OUR FOOD

Since 1980, Our food defines who we are
and what we stand for as company

THE BRAND

Respect is earned over time and we
have been in the restaurant world
for over 30 years.

VISION & MISSION
With 38 Outlets in 2019 our goal is to
launch over 250 Outlets by 2023

QUALITY
Excellent Customer Service along
with Excellent Taste which
defines us.

TEAM WORK

Interaction with the team
members defines the direction in
which the company is headed

EXPANSION PLANS
Something you should know about Nazeer Foods
Having set up all the systems to successfully run a
restaurant, now we want to hit another gear and start
expanding at an unprecedented rate. We have set our
selves a target of opening another 250 stores and 200
Delivery Kitchens by the end of 2023, across India and
even Across Boundries.
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WHY TO INVEST ?
The Indian fast food industry is pegged at Rs 20bn with an expected
annual growth rate of 40%.
Several multinationals like McDonald's, Dominos and Pizza Hut have
established their presence in India, and many are on verge of opening .
Very Few or no brands are into the Indian fast food industry, As the
cooking and process is itself a big time consuming process.
Though Gentry want’s to stick to Indian food but have to land up to
western foods as they don’t have any brand dealing with indian food.
Which gives Nazeer Foods a great opportunity to explore the market
and rule it in this format.
Nazeer Will serve Most of ready to Eat products with vey less cooking
and serving time as the food come semi processed from the base
kitchen Itself , Hence maintaining the consistency in Taste.
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OUR HISTORY
* NAZEER Foods has been the first among all in Mughlai Cuisine with its strong USP of serving Mghlai Cuisine from
QSR segment.
* Anyone who has visited NAZEER knows its specialty and USP hence. Establishing a brand recall factor will not be a
problem.
* NAZEER Foods has an expertise of over 40 years in successful running their business and leading in its vertical.
* NAZEER Foods is running the base kitchen and centralized warehousing, we are managing the entire professional
and expertise based cooking.
* NAZEER will manage all your CRM, Online Marketing, Brand Designing so that the Franchisee business will develop
automatically.
* Complete food cost management module since dynamics and real time food production with zero waste format.
* This is a long term business with a solid foundation.
Technical guidance for setting up of the restaurant.
Operating guidance vide the operating manual for smooth functioning of restaurant.
Operating Interface for daily operative assistance.
Sourcing of 3 M – Men, Management and Material.
Food Cost Standardization and Quality Management
Guest Relation Management
Media Planning, Mix and Management.
Online PR and Management.
Vendor Management vide CPR – Central Purchase Requisition

Pre-commissioning
Capitalization and Expenses.

Legal ownership of the business.

Legal, PR and Licensing
Maintenance

Government approvals and
sanctions.

Payment of all government taxes
and levies.

Avoid any king of unlawful
activity.
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HOW WE HELP YOU
The main goal of the Nazeer Foods chain is to be ranked the number one QSR restaurant by consumers
and in every market that Nazeer Foods serves.
Furthermore, Nazeer Foods does not specifically select the new cities it enters.
All Nazeer Foods restaurants are owned and operated by local business people, who choose the place
for their Nazeer Foods restaurant.
The franchisee buys the right to run a Nazeer Foods franchise.
A development team will work with the new entrepreneur to provide assistance in opening and running
a Nazeer Foods restaurant within a new market.
Nazeer Foods will continuously provide assistance to make sure that the franchisee gets all the basic
information Structure.

NAZEER MODEL

Particulars
Franchise Period
Area Requirement
Project Cost
Brand Fees
Royalty
* Project Cost Depend on Site Survey
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Restaurant Model
9 Yrs
800-1200 Sq. Ft.
35 - 40 Lac*
8 Lac (Included in Project Cost)
7%

thank
you
For Your Time
Don’t forget to share your feedback about
this presentation and share it with us!
E-mail - om@nazeerfoods.com Call @ +91 90130 91598
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